About Pro Gate
Pro Gate is BMX-meets-real-deal-engineering.
All our products start with rider, track-operator
and race-promoter input. Next, professional
engineers who create machines for major
manufacturing companies get to work
designing and building.
Then it’s back to the track, where prototypes are
tested, and the fine-tuning that brings together
those two very-different worlds takes place.
The end result is a family of products that
BMXers around the world can count on, year
in and year out. A product line that meets, or
exceeds, global standards for safety, operability
and durability.
Those who appreciate great product design
know the level of innovation and care by which
Pro Gate products make their way to market.
Those who ride know, “it just works...every time.”

About Gatekeeper Products
Your starting system is like any other piece of
trusted machinery--maintain it properly, and it
will deliver years of reliable service. Pro Gate’s
line of “Gatekeeper” replacement parts and
maintenance products are designed help you
drop gates, without dropping the ball.

On the Cover: Your setup on the starting hill and in the
service shack can be brought up to spec with a Pro Gate
air ram, replacement hoses, connector pins and other
products in our Gatekeeper product line.

Call For Info on
Other Products By

Crescent
The newest in our family of
products, Crescent brings the heft
of a full-metal gate, while providing
pinch-free operation.

4-Rider System
The gate system of choice for the
perfectionist Four-cross promoter
looking for reliable, portable gear that
can handle any terrain.

Crescent Lite
When you already have a hill that
thrills, you can still benefit from the
safety and reliability of a Pro Gate
within your existing infrastructure.

Junior
Our wildly popular training system,
brings all the pieces together to put
Pro Gate quality in your driveway.
Pro Quality. Consumer Price.

Straight-8
The standard for the Olympic Games,
UCI Supercross, and the UCI World
Championships, this is the gate that’s
used when it’s all on the line.
29 Airport Dr. • Rockford, IL 61109
+1-815-218-7683 • progate.net
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Some of the
Products in the Gatekeeper Line:
A

Air Ram

B

Brain Box

C

Power Box

D

Pro Gate Shock Stopper

E

Pro Gate “Big Mouth” Powered Speaker

F

Supplemental Air Tank and Air Hose

G

FRL and Conditioning Oil

H

Three-Piece Pin Set
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LED Light Tree
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Products not shown to scale

The Gatekeeper line of replacement parts and
maintenance products is the best way to ensure
your starting system stays right on the money,
race after race and season after season. Many
Gatekeeper products can be used with your
current system, even if (gasp) it isn’t a Pro Gate.

Gatekeeper products are developed using the
exacting specifications of UCI and machine
standards accepted the world over. Many of the
products are designed and assembled in our
Rockford, IL manufacturing facility, and some are
hand-picked from leading industrial sources.

The best news: When you’re ready to install a new
Pro Gate at your facility, the Gatekeeper products
already in place will be plug and play--zero drama
on the compatibility front. Call today for more
information, or to place an order.
Order Direct: +1-815-218-7683 • progate.net

